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Abstract We describe invariant measures associated to the integrals of motion of the
periodic derivative nonlinear Schrödinger equation (DNLS) constructed in [2, 3].
The construction works for small !2 data. The measures are absolutely continu-
ous with respect to suitable weighted Gaussian measures supported on Sobolev
spaces of increasing regularity. These results have been obtained in collaboration
with Giuseppe Genovese (University of Zürich) and Daniele Valeri (University of
Glasgow).

1 Introduction

We consider the periodic DNLS equation{
8mCk + k ′′ = 8V

(
k |k |2

) ′
k(G, 0) = k0 (G) , G ∈ T , (1)

where k(G, C) : T × R → C, k0 (G) : T → C, k ′(G, C) is the derivative of k with
respect to G, and V ∈ R. We writeΦC for the associated flow-map. A (Gibbs) measure
associated to the energy functional
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�1 [k] =
1
2
‖k‖2¤� 1 +

38
4
V

∫
|k |2k ′k̄ + V

2

4
‖k‖6

!6 , (2)

has been constructed in [8], while in [6] and [7] this measure has been proved to be
invariant under ΦC .

Let : ≥ 2 be an integer and W: be the Gaussian measure induced by the random
Fourier series

5 l (G) =
∑
=∈Z

48=G
√

1 + =2:
6l= ,

where 6l= are normalized independent complex Gaussian random variables. Notice
that

5 l ∈ �B l-almost surely for B < : − 1
2

and
‖ 5 l ‖

�
:− 1

2
= ∞ l-almost surely ,

thus we may think that W: “concentrates” on
⋂
B<:− 1

2
�B . We fix '< > 0, for

< = 0, . . . , : − 1, and define the :-th Gibbs measure associated to the DNLS
equation by

d: (�) :=
∫
�

(
:−1∏
<=0

j'<
(�< [k])

)
4−&: [k]W: (3k) , (3)

where j'<
are smooth cut–off of the interval [−'<, '<],

&: [k] := �: [k] −
1
2
‖k‖2¤� : (4)

and �1, . . . , �: are integrals of motion of the DNLS equation; see (5), (6)
Recall from [5] (see also [1, 2]) that there exists an infinite sequence of integrals

of motion {�: [k]}:∈ 1
2N0

for the DNLS equation (1). We will use the form of �:
found in [2]. In particular
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�0 [k] =
1
2
‖k‖2

!2 ,

� 1
2
[k] = 8

2

∫
k ′k̄ + V

4
‖k‖4

!4 ,

�1 [k] =
1
2
‖k‖2¤� 1 +

38
4
V

∫
|k |2k ′k̄ + V

2

4
‖k‖6

!6 ,

� 3
2
[k] = 8

2

∫
k ′′k̄ ′ + V

4

∫ (
(k ′)2k̄2 + 8|k |2k ′k̄ ′ + k2 (k̄ ′)2

)
+ 58

4
V2

∫
|k |4k ′k̄ + 5

16
V3‖k‖8

!8 ,

�2 [k] =
1
2
‖k‖2¤� 2 +

58
4
V

∫
|k |2

(
k ′′k̄ ′ − k ′k̄ ′′

)
+ 5

4
V2

∫
|k |2

(
(k ′)2k̄2 + k2 (k̄ ′)2

)
+ 25

4
V2

∫
|k |4k ′k̄ ′ + 358

16
V3

∫
|k |6k ′k̄ + 7

16
V4‖k‖10

!10 .

(5)

Remark 1 These integrals of motion are slightly different from those appearing in
the introduction of [2], where there is a typo in the coefficient of V of �1 [k].
While we have in general (see agian [2]) that, for : ≥ 2 and integer1

�: [k] =
1
2
‖k‖2¤� : + 8

2: + 1
4

V

∫
|k |2

(
k (:) k̄ (:−1) − k (:−1) k̄ (:)

)
+

∫
R: , (6)

where R: are polynomials in k, k (1) , . . . , k (:−1) and their conjugate. We have de-
noted

k (<) := m<G k .

2 Main results

The weighted gaussian measure (3) is well defined and absolutely continuous with
respect to W: , as long as we restrict to functions with small !2 norm. This is
formalized in the next theorem.

Theorem 1 ([2])
We denote with

�: :=

(
:−1∏
<=0

j'<
(�< [k])

)
4−&: [k]

the density of d: . Let : ≥ 2 and integer, ? ∈ (1,∞). If '0 = '0 (?, |V |, :) is
sufficiently small, then

�: ∈ ! ? (W: ) .
1 In this survey we never focus on half-integer conservation laws, on which almost no analytical
results are available.
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We can not infer �: ∈ !∞ (W: ). Indeed '0 = '0 (?, |V |) → 0 as ? → ∞. The
small mass assumption '0 � 1 is not surprising since the problem is !2 critical.
Regarding the well-posedness, the periodic DNLS equation has been shown to be
locally well-posed for initial data in �B≥1/2 in [4]. It is not clear if this result may
extend to B < 1/2. Then, a standard procedure allows to globalise the local �1

solutions with small mass '0 < X (notice (5) that the mass is conserved by ΦC ).
taking advantage of the fact that in this regime �1 dominates the �1 norm.

Theorem 2 ([3])
Let : ≥ 2 and integer, ? ∈ (1,∞). Let '0 = '0 (?, |V |, :) be sufficiently small.

There exists a probability measure d̃: , absolutely continuous with respect to W: ,
which is preserved by ΦC .

This result can be used to deduce informations on the long time behavior of
solutions to DNLS. This follows by a direct application of the Poincaré recurrence
theorem. Thus we have obtained

Corollary 1 Let : ≥ 2 and integer and let k a solution of the DNLS equation with
initial datum k(·, 0) ∈ �B with B < : − 1

2 . For d̃: -a.e. (and so W: -a.e.) initial datum
k(·, 0) there exists a divergent sequence {C=}=∈N such that

lim
=→∞
‖k(·, C=) − k(·, 0)‖� B = 0 .

An analog conclusion for : = 1 follows from combining the contributions in [8, 6, 7].
To the best of our knowledge, these are the sole known results on the long-time
behavior of the DNLS equation.

2.1 Strategy of the Proof

An alternative formulation of our main Theorem 2 is that the DNLS equation has
the structure of an infinite-dimensional (Hamiltonian) dynamical system. Since the
earlier works of Bourgain and Zhidkov this concept has been made rigorous using a
suitable finite dimensional approximation. In our case, this is done considering, for
all # ∈ N, the following equation

8mCk# + k ′′# = 8V%# ( |k# |2k# ) ′ , (7)

with initial datum
k# (·, 0) := %#k(·, 0) , (8)

where %# is the projection on functions with less than # Fourier modes, namely

%#

(∑
=∈Z

48=G0=

)
=

∑
|= | ≤#

48=G0=
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Notice that
k# (·, C) = %#k# (·, C), for all C ≥ 0 .

Moreover, this system is actually Hamiltonian, but in does not preserve all the
integrals of motion. This is often a major issue in this class of problems. However
one expects the integrals of motion to be conserved in the limit # → ∞. Following
an approach developed by Tzvetkov and Visciglia for the Benjamin-Ono equation,
we will show that the derivative of the integrals of motion along the flow of the
truncated systems vanishes in the !2 (W: ) mean. Actually, as first observed in [11],
one can reduce to consider only the derivative at the initial time, which is a crucial
simplification.

It is helpful to recall that the integrals of motion of DNLS have the following
form

�: [k] =
1
2
‖k‖2¤� :−

1
2
V(2:+1)=

∫
k (:) k̄ (:−1) |k |2+remainders , : ≥ 2 , (9)

where we consider as remainders all the terms that are in !∞ (W: ). The difficulty to
show the asymptotic (w.r.t. #) conservation of �: comes form the second addendum
in the r.h.s. of equation (9). Notably the integrals of motion of the Benjamin-Ono
equation have an analog structure. However in that case a convenient cancellation
coming from the symmetries of the problem simplifies substantially the computations
[10, 11]. We cannot find a similar cancellation here. Nevertheless it is possible to
eliminate the troubling term using the following gauge transformation.

(ΓU 5 ) (G) := 48UI[ 5 (G) ] 5 (G) . (10)

where

I[ 5 (G)] :=
1

2c

∫ 2c

0
3\

∫ G

\

(
| 5 (H) |2 −

‖ 5 ‖2
!2

2c

)
3H . (11)

One can easily check that the (real) function I[ 5 (G)] is the unique zero average
(2c-periodic) primitive of | 5 (G) |2 − (2c)−1‖ 5 ‖2

!2 . Note that | 5 | = |ΓU 5 | and ΓU 5 is
2c-periodic. Hence, ΓU maps !2 into !2 preserving the norm (namely ‖ΓU 5 ‖!2 =

‖ 5 ‖!2 ). Using that [ 5 ] = I[ΓU ( 5 )] one can easily show that the map U → ΓU is a
one parameter group of transformations on (R, +), namely

Γ0 = I and ΓU1 ◦ ΓU2 = ΓU1+U2 , for anyU1, U2 ∈ R . (12)

For any B ≥ 0 the gauge transformation ΓU is also an homeomorphism of �B into
itself.

A generic gauge choice (without specifying the value of U) yields the following
expression for the integrals of motion of the gauged equation
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E: [q] =
1
2
‖q‖2¤� : + 8:U`

∫
q̄ (:)q (:−1)

− 1
2
((2: + 2)U + (2: + 1)V) =

∫
q (:) q̄ (:−1) |q|2 + remainders ,

where q = ΓUk is the solution of the gauged equation and we shortened

` :=
1

2c
‖q‖2

!2 =
1

2c
‖k‖2

!2 .

In general we will use the notation `[ 5 ] := 1
2c ‖ 5 ‖

2
!2 and we will simply write ` if

there will be no ambiguity. We recover (9) as U = 0. Setting

U = −2: + 1
2: + 2

V , (13)

we reduce to

E: [q] =
1
2
‖q‖2¤� : − 8:

2: + 1
2: + 2

V`

∫
q̄ (:)q (:−1) + remainders .

This form of the integrals of motion is much more suitable in order to prove the
asymptotic conservation property and such a reduction is the main step in our proof.
Of course also the flow of DNLS changes accordingly to the gauge transformation:
indeed our gauge choice leads to a somewhat more involved form for the equation

8mCq + q′′ + 28U`q′ = 821 |q|2q′ + 822q
2q̄′ + 23 |q |4q + 24` |q|2q + ! [q]q , (14)

where

21 = 2(U + V) , 22 = 2U + V , 23 = −U2 − UV
2
, 24 = −UV (15)

and
! [ 5 ] =

(
3UV
4c
+ U

2

c

)
‖ 5 ‖4

!4 − U2`[ 5 ]2 + 8U
c

∫
T
5 ′ 5̄ . (16)

However, this does not introduce significant difficulties, as the form of the non-
linearity is essentially the same and we are working with rather regular solutions (let
say in �B>5/4). It is worthy to point out the difference with what is usually done in
the low regularity theory for DNLS, where the choice of the gauge parameter U = −V
aims to simplify the equation.

The next step is to define for any : ≥ 2 a gauged Gibbs measure starting from the
gauge-transformed (or gauged) integrals of motion and to prove its invariance w.r.t.
the gauged flow. This requires some groundwork, namely a careful analysis of the
DNLS-flow and gauge-flow maps, in order to adapt the strategy of [11].
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The invariance of the gauged Gibbs measure under the gauged flow easily implies
the invariance of its push-forward through ΓU, under the DNLS flow. This will be our
invariant measure d̃: . We stress that in principle one expects d: = d̃: . The missing
step to show the invariance of the Gibbs measures is the proof of absolute continuity
of the pull-back W: ◦ ΓU w.r.t. W: with the explicit density. So far what we can prove
is the following theorem:

Theorem 3 Let '0 > 0 small enough and

W̃: (�) = W: (� ∩ { 5 ∈ !2 : `[ 5 ] ≤ '0}) .

Then for any : ≥ 2 and integer and U ∈ R the measure W̃: ◦ ΓU is absolutely
continuous w.r.t. W: .

The absolute continuity of d̃: w.r.t. W: is a direct consequence of Theorem 3. The
change of variable formula for : = 1 was established in [7]. This is however a very
special case, as the typical trajectories for W1 are complex Brownian bridges, whose
properties are crucially employed in the argument of [7]. For more regular processes
one cannot expect to reproduce the same proof and some new idea is needed.

Recently Tzvetkov [9] proposed a strategy for proving quasi-invariance of the
Gaussian measure under a one-parameter group of transformations via a soft argu-
ment, which does not provide the explicit density. We use this approach to prove
Theorem 3, from which we deduce the absolutely continuity of d̃: w.r.t. W: . When
: ≥ 2, to prove that the Gibbs measures are invariant, one should know the exact
form of the densities after the change of variables given by the gauge. As it happens
in the case : = 1, these densities should complete exactly the part of the integrals of
motion missing in the gauged Gibbs measure. We do not give here further details,
leaving the discussion of this problem to future works.
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